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 Responsive Supply in Fashion Mass Customization Systems with Consumer Returns 
 Abstract
Mass customization systems have been well-established in the fashion industry. Some fashion brands offer the mass customization system for their selected seasonal products, and allow unconditional returns and full refund for any unsatisfied customers. Motivated by the above mentioned observed industrial practice and based on the growing importance of responsive supply, we explore in this paper the values of quick response supply in fashion mass customization systems with consumer returns. We focus on investigating how the consumer returns rate affects (i) the optimal inventory decision of the fashion brand, (ii) the achievability of Pareto improvement in implementing quick response, (iii) the respective values of quick response for the fashion brand, the fashion supplier, and also the fashion supply chain, and (iv) the performance of quick response supply on the environment. We interestingly find that consumer returns enhance the value of quick response supply to the fashion supplier. Quick response supply is also found to be helpful in reducing the environmental cost under the fashion mass customization system with consumer returns.




Mass customization (Pine 1993) is a popular practice in the fashion industry (Ives and Piccoli 2003; Yeung and Choi 2010). Many fashion brands and retailers, such as Nike, have well-established their fashion mass customization business operations. For example, the famous NIKEiD program provides consumers an online platform to order mass customized products; customers can select the products and get their names printed. Some other brands, like many luxury fashion brands, operate the mass customization offline and allow customers a limited degree of customization on, e.g., the luxury handbags.
Despite having many benefits, since the consumers cannot check the mass customized products at the time of ordering and there is a high level of risk associated with the purchasing (Choi 2013; deBellis et al. 2015; Heradio et al. 2016), fashion brands such as Nike and Lands’ End offer the unconditional consumer returns even for products under their mass customization programs. Notice that unlike the mass production products, returned mass customization products cannot be resold to other consumers because they are altered and customized for individual needs. So, the consumer returns practice in fashion mass customization is a generous way for the fashion brand to foster trust of consumers. The returned products under mass customization are usually salvaged to get the materials and parts for remanufacturing, which relate to the environment.
Among different formats of mass customization, a simplest format is: The fashion brand prepares a certain semi-finished standard (SFS) item, and then allows customers to have some mild customization. For example, Nike, as a sportswear fashion brand, may prepare a seasonal soccer jersey and offer in its mass customization program an option for consumers to select the name to be printed (e.g., a consumer may print his name on the soccer jersey) and a specific player squad number. For this kind of mass customization products, the fashion brand actually still needs to forecast the seasonal market demand and plan the inventory in advance. To enhance efficiency, some important strategies and operations practices which can enhance supply chain flexibility (Ivanov 2010; Ivanov et al. 2016) such as quick response supply should be applied.
In fact, having a responsive supply and achieving quick response is a well-developed strategy in fashion apparel with a goal of shortening lead time and hence improving demand forecasting (Iyer and Bergen 1997; Choi 2006). This is a critical measure nowadays as companies are operating in the big data era (Wang and He 2016) and they can get access to lots of data and hence improve their demand forecasts if inventory decision can be made at a postponed time point (i.e., a shorter lead time). It is commonly believed that under quick response supply, inventory planning can be done in a more accurate and less risky manner as the forecasting error is smaller. This affects the amount of inventory leftover which also has an impact on the environment.  
Motivated by the above industrial practices in quick response​[2]​ and fashion mass customization with consumer returns, we conduct an analytical study to uncover the values of quick response in seasonal fashion mass customization systems. The central theme is on how the consumer returns rate affects the values of quick response, and the respective fashion mass customization supply chain and its members. Both academic and managerial insights are generated. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first one which explores the effects of consumer returns on responsive supply programs in the context of fashion mass customization. Many novel managerial insights are developed. 
This paper is organized as follows: After this introductory section, a literature review is reported in Section 2. Then, the fashion mass customization system, with the basic analytical model defined, is presented in Section 3.  The optimal ordering decisions, and the expected profits of the fashion mass customization supply chain and its members are derived in Section 4. The expected values of quick response, Pareto improvement situations, and the impacts brought by the consumer returns rate are explored in Section 5. The environmental impacts brought by quick response in the fashion mass customization with consumer responses are reported in Section 6. The paper is concluded, with a summary of findings and a discussion on future research, in Section 7.  To enhance presentation, all mathematical proofs are placed in the appendix.

2. Literature Review
This paper is related to the mass customization system and the quick response supply chain system. We review them as follows.
First, for mass customization, it refers to the idea of offering customized products to individual customers with a cost close to mass production (Pine et al. 1993). Its origin can be dated back to the 1970s (Toffler 1970). Among various benefits, mass customization is in fact good to the environment as it helps reduce the amount of finished product leftover. In the literature, mass customization has been widely studied (see the review by Da Silveira et al. 2001), and some important early works include the exploratory studies on how to establish mass customization (Pine 1993) and the consumer’s preference towards mass customization in fashion (Anderson-Connell et al. 2002). After that, some theoretical works emerge. For instance, Alptekinoglu and Corbett (2008) compare mass customization and mass production by conducting a game-theoretic analysis. The authors focus on exploring the product pricing and variety competition issues in mass customization and mass production. Liu et al. (2012) explore the optimal product design in terms of modularity as well as the optimal product pricing for mass customization programs. Consumer returns commonly happen in the real world (Chen 2011), and it sometimes involves a return service charge. Choi (2013) investigates the optimal return service charging scheme under fashion mass customization systems. He focuses on exploring how risk sensitivity of the fashion brand affects the charging policy and uncovers the situations under which it is optimal for the fashion brand to offer a free return service. Most recently, Yao and Deng (2015) build a stochastic multiobjective dynamic scheduling optimization model for mass customization operations. The authors consider important elements of mass customization such as stochastic demand, economies of scale, random service capabilities. They present an efficient algorithm to effectively solve the proposed scheduling problem. For some recent empirical based studies on mass customization practices, refer to deBillis et al. (2015), Wang et al. (2015), Zhang et al. (2015) and Heradio et al. (2016). For an up-to-date literature survey on mass customization in business operations, see Barman and Canizares (2015). Observe that similar to Alptekinoglu and Corbett (2008), Choi (2013) and Yao and Deng (2015), this paper also explores mass customization using an analytical modeling approach. However, the analytical model, research objectives and findings are totally different from them. To be specific, this paper’s analytical model is based on the Bayesian normal process, and the focal points involve how responsive supply affects the channel performance as well as the environment. These are all absent in Alptekinoglu and Corbett (2008), Choi (2013) and Yao and Deng (2015).
 Second, the use of market information is critical in supply chain inventory management (Gupta et al. 2010, Shaltayev and Sox 2010).  By having a shorter lead time, quick response supply systems allow buyers to incorporate the latest market demand information into the inventory planning process. Quick response is known to be especially important to retailers (Fisher et al. 2001) and it is a measure critical to implement some timely strategies such as fast fashion (Cachon and Swinney 2011). The pioneering theoretical work on quick response can be dated back to the 1990s in which Iyer and Bergen (1997) formally examine the quick response supply chain and discuss when the Pareto improvement can be achieved with and without additional contractual arrangements. After that, a number of studies which extend Iyer and Bergen (1997) emerge such as Choi and Chow (2008), Chow et al. (2012), and Choi (2016a, 2016b). To be specific, Choi and Chow (2008) explore the quick response supply chain by proposing the mean-variance dominating concept. The authors apply the mean-variance approach and capture the profit risk in the quick response system by using the variance of profit. Chow et al. (2012) investigate the use of minimum ordering quantity (MOW) in quick response supply chains and show how it can enhance the performance of the supply chain system. Motivated by the fact that different fashion retailers set different inventory service targets, Choi (2016a) studies a fashion retail supply chain with the focal point on inventory service target. The author reveals how a change of the inventory service target affects the performance of quick response. Most recently, Choi (2016b) explores a quick response system when the retailer has a boundedly rational manager. He examines the impacts brought by the retail manager’s level of bounded rationality on the fashion supply chain’s performance. Notice that Iyer and Bergen (1997), Choi and Chow (2008), Chow et al. (2012), Choi (2016a, 2016b) all use the normal process Bayesian conjugate pair in their analysis. Other important studies include a multiple-period supply chain coordination problem with market demand information updating by Donohue (2000), a Bayesian analysis of multiple supply options in a quick response system by Kim (2003), a study on competition in quick response systems (Lin and Parlakturk 2012), a network analysis of quick response supply chains (Liu and Nagurney 2013), and the considerations of strategic consumers in a quick response supply chain by Yang et al. (2015). Similar to many of the above reviewed studies such as Iyer and Bergen (1997), Kim (2003) and Choi and Chow (2008) etc., we employ the normal Bayesian conjugate pair model in this paper to formulate the forecast information updating process. Different from all of them, this paper focuses on exploring how the consumer returns rate affects the value of quick response, which is an issue not studied by any of the literature reviewed above. This paper also examines the impacts of quick response from both the traditional business profit perspective and the environmental perspective. Table 2.1 shows item-by-item the literature positioning of this paper.
Table 2.1. Comparisons between this paper and other related studies reviewed in this paper
Papers	Quick response	Channel management/Pareto improvement	Mass customization	Consumer returns	Fashion related	Environmental cost
Iyer & Bergen (1997)	√	√	X	X	√	X
Donohue (2000)	√	√	X	X	√	X
Kim (2003)	√	√	X	X	X	X
Alptekinoglu & Corbett (2008)	X	X	√	X	X	X
Choi & Chow (2008)	√	√	X	X	√	X
Chen (2011)	X	√	X	√	X	X
Chow et al. (2012)	√	√	X	X	X	X
Lin and Parlakturk (2012)	√	√	X	X	X	X
Liu et al. (2012)	X	X	√	√	√	X
Choi (2013)	X	X	√	√	√	X
Liu and Nagurney (2013)	√	√	X	X	X	X
Wang et al. (2015)	X	X	√	X	X	X
Yang et al. (2015)	√	√	X	X	X	X
Yao and Deng (2015)	X	X	√	X	X	X
Zhang et al. (2015)	X	X	√	X	X	X
Chen et al. (2016)	√	√	X	X	X	X
Choi (2016a)	√	√	X	X	√	√
Choi (2016b)	√	√	X	X	√	X
Heradio et al. (2016)	X	X	√	X	X	X
This paper	√	√	√	√	√	√

3. Fashion Mass Customization
We consider a mass customization supply chain in which the fashion brand (acting as a buyer) needs to purchase the semi-finished standard (SFS) product from the upstream fashion supplier (e.g., a manufacturer such as a factory) before the launch of the mass customization program in the upcoming sell season. Under the mass customization program, the fashion brand allows customers (who are consumers) to order the product with some customization options (e.g., printing their names and adding some simple writings on the product), which is a task easy to do even by the fashion brand itself. As a result, it is important for the fashion brand to forecast the demand for the mass customization program before the season starts.
 At the same time, as one of the key elements of the mass customization system, the fashion brand allows unconditional returns by customers who are not satisfied with the received mass customized products with a full refund. In the analytical model, we use the newsvendor model to capture the essential elements of the inventory ordering problem: For the fashion brand, it sets the unit retail price p, and it gets the product from the fashion supplier at a unit wholesale price c. The remaining quantities of unused SFS items have a unit salvage value of v. For the fashion supplier, the unit product cost is m. Under the consumer returns policy, the consumer returns rate is  (which is positive and less than 1), which means that among all the purchased quantity,  a proportion of  will return the product and claim the full refund. For the returned mass customization products, since they are customized for individual customer’s needs, they cannot be resold in the market. In this paper, we consider the case when these returned products would all go into salvage (e.g., by extracting the materials for remanufacturing) with a unit value of v, the same as the unused SFS product inventory. 
For the market demand, we follow the information updating formulation widely adopted in the literature (e.g., by Iyer and Bergen (1997), Choi and Chow (2008), Choi (2016), etc.), and make use of the Bayesian normal conjugate pair approach (with an unknown mean and a known variance)​[3]​. Since the details can be found in the related studies (e.g., Iyer and Bergen 1997; Choi and Chow 2008), we just briefly outline the model below and interested readers can refer to the references for the full details. To be specific, if the fashion brand adopts the slow mode of ordering (we call it “slow response” (SR)) with a long lead time, the forecasted market demand at the time of ordering is denoted by   and its unconditional distribution is a normal distribution with mean and variance :  , where the ordering time point is called “Stage 0”. If the fashion brand employs quick response (QR) with a short lead time,  the forecasted market demand at the time of ordering, called Stage 1, is denoted by   and by Bayesian conjugate pair theory, we have:  and , and.. 
Notice that the logic of adopting quick response is because the fashion brand can postpone the ordering decision to a time point closer to the selling season (from Stage 0 to Stage 1) and make use of the collected market information between Stage 0 and Stage 1 to improve its demand forecast at Stage 1 under quick response.  
Furthermore, we define (i)    and  respectively as the standard normal density function and the standard normal cumulative distribution function,  (ii)   as the inverse function of , (iii) . Observe that   is called the right linear loss function of the standard normal; it is always positive, can be expressed as: = . Checking its derivatives reveals that it is a decreasing and convex function.

4. Optimal Quantities and Expected Profits 
With the above fashion mass customization model, we can proceed to derive the optimal ordering quantities under slow response and quick response, respectively. To be specific, it is easy to see that the presence of consumer returns would lead to a reduction of the profitability of sales. A simple reflection shows that the presence of consumer returns with full refund leads to the following revision of the newsvendor model: The original retail price is updated to be  , where  is the consumer returns rate. To have a profitable business, we consider in this paper that   which means  (P.S.: If , the fashion mass customization does not make any profit and will not be self-sustainable). Thus, the following relationship holds in the model we study in this paper:
.							(4.1)
In this paper, we use the superscripts B, S and SC to represent the fashion brand, the fashion supplier, and the fashion supply chain system, respectively. Plus, we employ the subscripts to denote the scenario with “slow response”, and  to represent the scenario with “quick response”. 
With the above formulation and arguments, we denote the density functions of  and  respectively by  and . The fashion brand’s expected profits under SR and QR are given in the following: 
 = ,	
 = .	





and it is called the optimal inventory service level achieved (as the respective ordering quantities are optimal).
In order to compare the two optimal ordering quantities, we need to get the expected “ordering quantity under quick response ” at Stage 0 by taking unconditional expectation on  with respect to :
 == .	(4.3)
Proposition 4.1. A larger consumer returns rate   yields a lower optimal inventory service level under both quick response and slow response fashion mass customization systems. 
Proposition 4.1 is intuitive. When the consumer returns rate is high, the fashion mass customization’s profitability drops which leads to the fact that the optimal inventory service level reduces.
Define: 
 = , 	(4.4)
= , and 	(4.5)
 = .	(4.6)
Notice from (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) that in the absence of the consumer returns rate ,  represents the unit cost of overstocking,  denotes the unit cost of understocking, and  is the standard “critical fractile” inventory service level in the newsvendor problem which yields the optimal ordering quantity. From (4.1) and (4.6), notice that in this paper, the following always holds: . We define (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) above because they will be used in Lemma 4.1, which is derived by directly comparing the ordering quantity  and the expected ordering quantity  as shown in (4.2) and (4.3), respectively.
Lemma 4.1. (a) Quick response will expectedly lead to a lower ordering quantity if and only if . (b) Quick response will expectedly lead to a larger ordering quantity if and only if . (c) Quick response will expectedly yield the same ordering quantity if and only if .
Lemma 4.1 summarizes the impacts brought by the consumer returns rate on the ordering quantity under quick response. Depending on the value of the consumer returns rate, quick response can lead to a higher, a lower or the same ordering quantity. To be specific, when the consumer returns rate is lower than the threshold , quick response expectedly  yields a lower ordering quantity. When the consumer returns rate exceeds the threshold , quick response expectedly leads to a  higher ordering quantity. The ordering quantity remains the same expectedly if the consumer returns rate is exactly equal to  the threshold . In Lemma 4.2b, observe that  is the basic model assumption we discussed earlier to ensure the fashion mass customization system is profitable. Furthermore, it is important to note that the threshold  is equal towhich is a ratio between the difference of the two inventory costs (i.e., and ), and the sum of them. This gives another interpretation to the meaning of this critical threshold.  We summarize the managerial insights implied by Lemma 4.1 in Proposition 4.2.
Proposition 4.2. In the fashion mass customization system with consumer returns, quick response will expectedly lead to a lower ordering quantity if and only if the rate of consumer returns is sufficiently low; otherwise, quick response will expectedly lead to a larger ordering quantity.
Proposition 4.2 shows an important finding which relates the impact brought by quick response on the fashion brand’s ordering quantity to the rate of consumer returns. It uncovers that quick response will make the fashion brand order a smaller ordering quantity expectedly if the rate of consumer returns is sufficiently low (and this is in fact a necessary and sufficient condition). Since the fashion brand’s ordering quantity affects the fashion supplier’s profit, Proposition 4.2 also has further implications for our subsequent analysis.
To facilitate presentation, we denote and define  as , and    as  as follows : 
 = ,	(4.7)
=.	(4.8) 






=  = ,	(4.13)
=  = ,	(4.14)
= = .	(4.15)
As the fashion supply chain operates under a decentralized setting​[4]​, we can express the expected profit of the supply chain system by simply summing up the expected profits of the fashion brand and the fashion supplier directly:
=+= ,	(4.16)
 =  + ,	(4.17)
=+=.	(4.18)
	With the above analytical results, we can proceed to explore how the consumer returns rate affects the values of quick response for the fashion brand, the fashions supplier, and the fashion supply chain.

5. Business Benefits Analysis
5.1. Values of Quick Response and Pareto Improvement
First of all, we define the expected value of quick response (EVQR) for the fashion brand, the fashion supplier, and the fashion supply chain in the following:
 =  
              = ,	(5.1)
 = 
              = ,	(5.2)
= 
                = .	(5.3)
With (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3), we obtain Lemma 5.1 which implies Proposition 5.1.
Lemma 5.1. (a)  (b)  if and only if , (c) If  , we have .
Proposition 5.1. Quick response is a Pareto improving measure for the fashion mass customization program if and only if  the consumer returns rate is bounded as follows: .
Proposition 5.1 indicates a very important result regarding the influence of the consumer returns policy in the supply chain context. Essentially, in any supply chains, in order for the members to faithfully participate in any strategic partnerships to coordinate (Xu et al. 2010) or achieve a better supply chain (Chan and Chan 2010), the members should be benefited after the establishment of the partnerships (or at least not worse off). The term Pareto improvement in Proposition 5.1 exactly refers to it. To be specific, from Proposition 5.1, we can see that when the consumer returns rate is larger than some threshold, it can effectively make quick response a Pareto improving policy in which the fashion supplier and the fashion brand will both be either benefited in expected profit or remains the same level of expected profit, with at least one party being strictly better off under quick response.  
A simple reflection from Proposition 5.1 indicates that Pareto improvement is not always achievable in the mass customization supply chain. Now, suppose that in a particular supply chain, we find that  is positive but   which means Pareto improvement is not automatically achieved because . In this situation, we propose a simple contract to help. To be specific, we define the following:
,
 = .
Imagine that the fashion brand, in addition to the original unit wholesale price c, is willing to grant the fashion supplier a fixed lump sum amount of money, denoted by T, to entice the fashion supplier to faithfully participate in the quick response program. In this case, Proposition 5.2 summarizes the way to set T so that Pareto improvement under quick response for the fashion mass customization program is achievable when .
Proposition 5.2. When   and ,  Pareto improvement can be achieved after the implementation of quick response if the fashion brand is willing to grant the fashion supplier a fixed credit transfer T bounded as follows: .
Observe that the fixed credit transfer scheme mentioned in Proposition 5.2 is a kind of two-part tariff contract (Benjamin 2013) as the fashion brand is paying the fashion supplier both a unit wholesale price c as well as the fixed lump sum of money T. Moreover, this fixed credit transfer scheme can flexibly divide the gain from quick response in the supply chain between the fashion brand and the fashion supplier. This is the beauty behind this simple yet versatile method. As a remark, the fixed credit transfer method can be realized in real world in the form of “sponsorship” (Lee et al. 2016; Choi 2016a). As a matter of fact, for the fashion supplier, implementing quick response is a challenge. Thus, to compensate for the loss suffered by the fashion supplier, many fashion brands are willing to provide supports, including financial supports. The proposed credit transfer scheme is one kind of such support which can be implemented, e.g., when the supplier has a relatively high bargaining power (which makes the fashion brand willing to offer such a support).

5.2. Effects of Consumer Returns Rate on Business Values of QR
In Section 5.1, we have examined the expected value of quick response and also the Pareto improvement conditions. Now, we proceed to explore the effects of consumer returns rate on the business values of quick response. Lemma 5.2 below summarizes how changes in the consumer returns rate affect the EVQRs of the fashion supplier, the fashion brand, and the fashion supply chain.
Lemma 5.2. 
(a)  is monotonically increasing in  . 
(b) (i) Necessary and sufficient condition:  is increasing in   if and only if  ;  is decreasing in   if and only if  ; (ii) Sufficient condition: When  ,  is a decreasing function of .
(c) Necessary and sufficient condition:  is increasing in   if and only if  ;  is decreasing in   if and only if  .
Lemma 5.2 gives the analytical results regarding how the consumer returns rate affects EVQRs. It is interesting to see that the fashion supplier’s EVQR is increasing in the consumer returns rate for all cases. This directly means that the fashion supplier is benefited by the presence of the consumer returns policy. For the EVQRs of the fashion brand and the fashion supply chain system, the influences brought by the consumer returns rate depend on the respective conditions which are also related to the value of the consumer returns rate itself. Thus, when the consumer returns rate takes a different value and appears in different regions, the influence could be totally different. In particular, Lemma 5.2b(ii) shows the sufficient condition with  the fact that when the consumer returns rate is sufficiently high, i.e., ,  the fashion brand’s EVQR is decreasing in the consumer returns rate but this may not be the case when the consumer returns rate takes another value outside this range. From Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.2, we have Proposition 5.3.
Proposition 5.3. When the consumer returns rate is sufficiently high (): even though quick response is a Pareto improving system for the fashion mass customization program, the expected value of quick response for the fashion supplier is increasing in the consumer returns rate whereas the expected value of quick response for the fashion brand is decreasing in the consumer returns rate.
Proposition 5.3 indicates the situation that when the consumer returns rate is sufficiently high, the values of quick response for the fashion supplier and the fashion brand go to opposite directions (one increases and one decreases) when the consumer returns rate increases. This highlights the inherent conflicts between the two channel members related to the value of quick response when consumer returns rate varies. 

6. Environmental Impacts
In a traditional supply chain system, it is a well-known result that QR can enhance the matching of supply and demand, and is hence an environmentally friendly measure. In the following, we also want to examine if QR can help enhance the environment in the fashion mass customization program in the presence of consumer returns. Then, we explore how the rate of consumer returns affects the value of QR on the environment.
First, under SR, notice that we can find the expected amount of product sold in the fashion mass customization system () as follows:
 = ,			(6.1)
where.
After simplification, we have:
 =.	(6.2)
Similarly, we can find the expected amount of product sold under QR in the fashion mass customization system () as follows:
 = .				(6.3)
Un-conditioning (6.3) with respect to  yields
 = .					(6.4)
By definition, the expected amounts of product returned by consumers under SR and QR are given as follows:
 = ,
 = .
Define the expected reduction of quantity returned from consumers under QR () as follows and we have Lemma 6.1:
 = .				(6.5)
Lemma 6.1. (a) . (b) and it is monotonically increasing in  .
Second, we explore the quantity unsold. Notice that under the fashion mass customization system we considered in this paper, the supplier side has to prepare the semi-finished standard product so that the customization step can be done in a timely manner. This semi-finished standard (SFS) product will be left unused if the final demand under mass customization is lower than the inventory. We explore this expected unused quantity as follows. For a notational purpose, we define the expected unused SFS product under SR and QR by  and , respectively.
Under SR, by definition, we can express  in the following:
 = ,				(6.6)
After simplification, it is straightforward to rewrite  as follows:
 =
=. 				(6.7)
Similarly, we can find  in the following:
 = .				(6.8)
Define the expected reduction of quantity unused under QR () as follows:
 = .					(6.9)
With (6.9), we have Lemma 6.2 which summarizes the analytical details and structural properties of .
Lemma 6.2. 
(a) . 
(b) and it is monotonically decreasing in  .
Suppose that each unit of consumer returned product leads to an environmental cost of  and each unit of unused SFS product carries an environmental cost of , we can express the expected environmental cost saving by QR () in the following:
 = .				(6.10)
We have Lemma 6.3.
Lemma 6.3. 
(a) , and .
(b) is strictly increasing in if and only if . is decreasing in  if and only if . 
(c) is strictly increasing in  if .
We summarize the core insights from the above in Proposition 6.1 and the respective implications are discussed in Section 7.
Proposition 6.1. Under the fashion mass customization system with consumer returns: (i) QR is an environmentally helpful measure and it leads to an expected reduction on the environmental cost (). (ii)  may be increasing or decreasing in the consumer return rate ; if  is sufficiently big,  is increasing in .

7. Summary of Findings, Discussions, and Concluding Remarks
Supply chain management has entered the big data era (Wang and He 2016). Responsive supply in the form of “quick response” supply chain strategy, is getting increasingly important. 
In this paper, we have analytically explored the value of quick response, which also reflects the value of information updating, in the seasonal fashion mass customization system with consumer returns. Based on the literature and motivated by observed industrial practices, we have built the formal analytical models, for both the traditional “slow response” system and the quick response system, and conducted a theoretical analytical study. Various technical results have been summarized in lemmas, and some important managerial insights have been reported in the form of propositions. We discuss some important findings as follows.
First, we have shown the monotonic impacts brought by the consumer returns rate on the optimal inventory service level, the respective ordering quantities, the expected quantity of goods returned and the expected quantity of unused SFS product under both slow response and quick response systems. The result is summarized in Table 7.1. 
Table 7.1. Impacts of an increased consumer returns rate on various measures 
	Slow Response	Quick Response
	Optimal inventory service level under slow response (s)	Optimal SFS product quantity under slow response ()	Expected quantity of goods returned under slow response ()	Expected quantity of unused SFS product under slow response()	Optimal inventory service level under quick response(s)	Optimal SFS product quantity under quick response ()	Expected quantity of goods returned under quick response ()	Expected quantity of unused SFS product under quick response()
			↑				↑	

We have also revealed that whether quick response leads to a higher or lower ordering quantity depends on the value and range of the consumer returns rate. This affects whether Pareto improvement can be achieved after the adoption of quick response in the fashion mass customization system. To be specific, we have analytically proven that when the consumer returns rate is sufficiently high (i.e., ), quick response is a Pareto improving system for implementing the fashion mass customization program. When , we have proposed the use of a fixed credit transfer contract to achieve Pareto improvement. Table 7.2 summarizes the respective analytical result.
Table 7.2. Impacts of different range of consumer returns rate on quick response 
	Impacts
Low consumer returns rate: 	Quick response expectedly leads to a lower ordering quantity	Quick response is not Pareto improving and requires the fixed credit transfer scheme to help achieve Pareto improvement
Medium consumer returns rate: 	Quick response expectedly does not change the ordering quantity	Quick response is Pareto improving
High consumer returns rate: 	Quick response expectedly leads to a higher ordering quantity	Quick response is Pareto improving
Then, we have investigated how the consumer returns rate affects the values of quick response. In particular, we have demonstrated that an increased consumer returns rate always leads to a higher EVQR for the upstream fashion supplier, whereas its impacts to EVQRs of the downstream fashion brand and the whole fashion supply chain depend on some analytical conditions as shown in Table 6.3.
Table 7.3. Impacts of an increased consumer returns rate on the expected values of quick response (EVQRs)
			
		 iff 	iff 
		 iff 	 iff 
		 if 	
	One important finding is that, under the case when the consumer returns rate is sufficiently high (), although we can achieve Pareto improvement in the fashion mass customization supply chain with the use of quick response the expected value of quick response for the fashion brand is decreasing in the consumer returns rate. This means that an increase of the consumer returns rate will lead to a drop of the expected value brought by quick response if the consumer returns rate is sufficiently high.
Next, we have extended the analysis to examine how QR affects the environment. It is interesting to reveal that QR is a very much environmentally helpful measure as it leads to a positive reduction of the expected quantity of product returned () and a positive reduction of the expected quantity of unused SFS product () in the fashion mass customization system. This directly brings a significant expected environmental cost saving (). Regarding the impacts of consumer returns rate on , and  , we summarize the findings in Table 7.4.  Overall speaking, for , from the sufficient condition of , we know that an increase of the consumer returns rate can yield a larger expected environmental cost saving by quick response when the consumer returns rate is sufficiently big, with respect to the ratio governed by the environmental costs associated with the unused SFS product () and the consumer returned items (). However, the opposite can happen, too (as we can see from the necessary and sufficient condition of  from Table 7.4).






We believe that the above derived findings are important to advance our understanding regarding how the presence of the consumer returns policy affects the implementation of quick response in fashion mass customization systems. However, we also have to admit that our model is built under various assumptions which may limit its real world applications and implications. For example, we assume the ordering cost remains the same under SR and QR, and there is only one ordering opportunity. 
In the future, one can extend the study by considering the ordering cost differences, and profit risk (Choi and Chow 2008; Asian and Nie 2014) associated with the responsive supply. One can also examine the presence of a dual ordering opportunity for the fashion brand under a quick response supply system (Donohue 2000). Last but not least, it is interesting to study further on how to implement the Pareto improvement contracts in which issues such as the relative bargaining powers of the supplier and the buyer are incorporated into the analytical model.
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Proof of Proposition 4.1. Since the optimal inventory service level , it is straightforward to show that s is a decreasing function of the consumer returns rate   by checking the first order derivative.	(Q.E.D.)
Proof of Lemma 4.1. From (4.1) and (4.3), we have: 
 = , and  == .	
Checking their difference gives:  = . Since , we have:  is negative if ;  is positive if ;  = 0  if . Since , , and , Lemma 4.2 results.	(Q.E.D.)
Proof of Lemma 5.1. From (5.1) and (5.2), we have: 
 = , and
  = .
It is obvious that  which means .
Now, when we look into the expression of  , we find that:
 if and only if. 
Since  and ( from (4.1)), we have the result that, 
 if and only if.
Since  =+ , we have  if .	(Q.E.D.)
Proposition 5.2. When   and ,  we know that  =  is negative even though  is positive. Since , we are sure that +   is positive. Thus, in order to achieve Pareto improvement, we have to ensure  by providing T. The minimum value of T to make  is . At the same time, in order to ensure the fashion brand is also benefited from quick response after giving out T, we need to bind T from above. By checking (5.2) for the analytical expression of , we can see that in the presence of T (i.e. the fixed credit transfer), if and only if . Combining these two results completes the proof. 	(Q.E.D.)
Proof of Lemma 5.2. The results are all revealed by checking the respective first order derivatives for each case. 	(Q.E.D.) 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. (a) First of all, notice that from (6.5) that  = . Thus, from the respective expressions of   and  , a direct substitution yields: .
(b) From (4.7), we have = . It is easy to check that s is a decreasing function of . Since  is an increasing function of s, we have:  is a decreasing function of . As  is the right linear loss function of the standard normal distribution and it is decreasing and positive, we have:  is an increasing function of  or .
Thus, checking the first order derivative of  leads to the following:

= .	(Q.E.D.)
Proof of Lemma 6.2. (a) Observe that from (6.9), we have:  = . From the respective expressions of   and  , a direct substitution yields: .




Employing chain-rule, we have: .
Since is negative, we have .				        (Q.E.D.)
Proof of Lemma 6.3. (a) From Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2, and by definition, we have:
. 







Thus, we have: if and only if .  if and only if . 
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^2	  In this paper, unless otherwise specified, we use the term “quick response” to represent “quick response supply”.
^3	  Notice that this model is not invented by this paper. It is a standard model in statistical decision theories (Pratt et al. 1995) and has been applied in a lot of studies such as Iyer and Bergen (1997), Kim (2003), Choi (2016a), etc.
^4	  In this paper, we only examine the decentralized supply chain and the corresponding supply chain members’ performance. We do not explore the centralized supply chain system and hence we do not explore the supply chain optimization issue.
